Hello!

#ventureforth
#theaccelerator2014
#ideastoventures

w: metavallon.org
f: /metavallon
t: @metavallon
Metavallon at a glance
WHO WE ARE

Metavallon is a Greek social enterprise that provides early stage entrepreneurs with an inclusive structure to expand, energize, and solidify their new ventures.
WHAT WE DO

In brief...

EXPAND IDEAS
- Online instruction
- Onsite training
- Expert feedback

ENERGIZE STARTUPS
- One-on-one guidance
- Expert engagement
- Pre-seed funding

SOLIDIFY
- International network
- Investors access
- Targeted services
HOW WE DO THIS

The Lab
Transforming Ideas to new ventures

The Accelerator
Boosting for growth

The Hub
Nurturing for success
FROM GROUND ZERO

Transforming Ideas to Ventures

- A unique action driven venturing guide
- Based on an e-venturing online platform
- 8 Online Modules + 8 onsite workshops
- Expert guidance
- Building a business blueprint

metavallon
WHAT’S THE DEAL?

- **€25,000 Pre-seed funding** through our Investing Partners
- **6 months workspace** through our Program Partners
- **Numerous Perks** Hosting, Advisory services
- **Instruction** Training and one-on-one coaching
- **Targeted Networking** In Greece and internationally
- **1-month startup mission** to San Francisco + Silicon Valley

Guidance
Through our global network of Experts
THE PROCESS

Boosting
3 Months
Shaping up the startup

Expanding
1 Month
Mission to Silicon Valley

Securing
1 Month
Refining and fundraising prep

Transcending
1 Day
Demo Day
THE STARTUPS OF OUR 2014 CYCLE

metavallon.org/sensorflare/

metavallon.org/aftersearch/

metavallon.org/missum/

metavallon.org/liater/
And there are some exciting extras too!
THE FIRST GREEK MASSIVE OPEN ONLINE COURSE (MOOC)!

Beyond Silicon Valley: Entrepreneurship in Transitioning Economies

An initiative of and in collaboration with:

[Logos of ALBA Business School and the United States Embassy]
Honored and proud for our partnerships
What is coming up…